Dose uniformity of ferromagnetic seed implants in tissue with discrete vasculature: a numerical study on the impact of seed characteristics and implantation techniques.
The results from simulations with a new three-dimensional treatment planning system for interstitial hyperthermia with ferromagnetic seeds are presented in this study. The thermal model incorporates discrete vessel structures as well as a heat sink and enhanced thermal conductivity. Both the discrete vessels and the ferroseeds are described parametrically in separate calculation spaces. This parametric description has the advantage of an arbitrary orientation of the structures within the tissue grid, easy manipulation of the structures and independence from the resolution of the tissue voxels (tissue calculation space). The power absorption of the self-regulating seeds is according to empirical data. The thermal effects of an unlimited number of thin layers surrounding the seed (coatings, catheters) can be modelled. The initial calculations have been performed for an array of 12 identical ferromagnetic seeds in a tissue volume with a computer generated artificial vessel network spanning four vessel generations in both the arterial and venous tree. The heterogeneously distributed large isolated vessels impair the temperature distribution significantly, indicating the limited accuracy of continuum models. Simulations with different types of ferromagnetic seeds have confirmed that the efforts of previous studies to optimize the self-regulating temperature control and the implantation techniques of the ferroseeds will improve the homogeneity of the temperature distribution in the target volume. Multifilament seeds implanted in brachytherapy needles and tubular seeds appear to be the most favourable configurations. The division of long seeds into shorter segments with the appropriate Curie temperature will further improve the homogeneity of the temperature distribution without increasing the average temperature in the volume of interest. Given the proper thermal tissue data, the model presented in this study will prove to be a useful tool in making choices for the implant geometry, seed spacing and Curie temperature.